Aggressive Subsets of Metastatic Triple Negative Breast Cancer.
Relative to other metastatic breast cancer subtypes, metastatic triple-negative breast cancer (mTNBC) has a shorter duration of response to therapy and worse overall survival. Among patients with mTNBC, it is hypothesized that inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) and young women have particularly aggressive phenotypes. We investigated clinical and cell-free DNA (cfDNA) characteristics of inflammatory-mTNBC and young-mTNBC. We evaluated 158 patients with mTNBC who were stratified into 3 groups: (1) IBC; (2) patients aged 45 years or younger at primary diagnosis without IBC (non-IBC young); and (3) patients over age 45 at diagnosis without IBC. We evaluated clinicopathologic characteristics, sites of metastasis, survival outcomes, and the fraction of DNA in circulation derived from tumor (TFx). Analysis of metastatic sites revealed that young patients without IBC had the most frequent lung metastases (P = .002). cfDNA analyses of first sample showed that TFx was highest in the non-IBC young group but not elevated in the IBC group (analysis of variance P = .056 for first TFx). Individually, median overall survival from metastatic diagnosis for the IBC group was 15.2 months; for the non-IBC young group, 21.2 months, and for the non-IBC over 45 group, 31.2 months. Patients with IBC and young patients without IBC had worse prognosis relative to patients over 45 without IBC (log-rank P = .023). Among patients with mTNBC in this single-institution cohort, patients with IBC and young patients without IBC had significantly worse overall survival compared with patients over 45 without IBC. Young patients without IBC had significantly higher cfDNA TFx, whereas patients with IBC did not have elevated TFx despite a poor prognosis. These findings demonstrate that further analyses of mTNBC subsets are warranted.